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Manotick Classic Boat Club

President's Message

P.O. Box 948
Manotick, Ontario
K4M 1A3

It’s that time of year again where we start thinking of protecting
our precious boats over the winter months and removing or
turning docks to protect them from the ice that is yet to come. I
can’t believe the year has gone by so quickly. It seems like
yesterday we were putting in the docks in anticipation of a great
summer to come.

Board of Directors
Dave Tilley
President
692-4320
Jack Hughes
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692-0232
Terry Ledden
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Andrew MacLaurin Director
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Susan Richardson
Director
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Ian Wyllie
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Well, we weren’t disappointed! Wow! What a Summer! The
weather was great and the events just terrific. We had a great
run on the Big Rideau and the Tay organized by Terry Ledden,
MCBC’s Cruise Nights every Wednesday (only one marred by
rain and people came by road anyway), a super run from the
Clayton show up the Rideau Canal System organized by Linda
Potter, our great and successful Boat Show at the Long Island
Lock Station, the Easter Seals Poker Run and, of course, the
Burritts Rapids Run organized by John and Gaye Spencer.
Earlier in the year we had the Hardwater Cruise nights and
other social events organized by Heather Phelan, the workshop
organized by Jack Hughes and the Shop Tour organized by Ron
Jelley.

A CHAPTER OF THE ANTIQUE
AND CLASSIC BOAT SOCIETY

Volunteerism is what makes this club function. Each of our
events is championed by a member of the Club and most of
those volunteers are supported by others who volunteer their
time and efforts to make those events happen for the enjoyment
of all members.

MCBC Calendar of Events 2005
January 14
Road Trip to Toronto
International Boat Show
Dave Tilley
January 22
Hardwater Cruise Night
Heather Phelan
February 12
Valentine Social
Heather Phelan
.M a rc h 1 9
Hardwater Cruise Night
Heather Phelan
April 16
Spring Shop Tour
Ron Jelley
April 16
Hardwater Cruise Night
Heather Phelan
May 21 & 22
Tulip Festival Flotilla
John Richardson
Wednesdays May 25 to August 31
Cruise Nights
Dave Tilley
June 25
Portland/Perth Cruise
Terry Ledden
August 8 to 12
Clayton to Manotick Cruise
Linda Potter
August 13
Annual Boat Show
Dave Tilley
August 20
TD Easter Seals River Run
Dave Tilley
August 20

Heritage Riverfest
September 25
Burritts Rapids Run
October 29
Halloween Social
November 12
Fall Workshop
November 26
Annual General Meeting

The last two years’ change of show format have been very
successful in combining member and visitor boats, much
increased sponsor support, a magnificent site with adequate
dock space, and FREE ADMISSION! A lot of the credit for this
as a concept has been heaped on me and I would like to give
credit where credit is due. Ian Wyllie came up with the idea and
not only convinced me that it was a practical idea but also was
the problem troubleshooter throughout the process. I pointed
out the lack of dock space and Ian not only developed the idea of
dock sponsors he went out and got them. He pioneered the
concept of the one day show complete with set-up and takedown in that one day and chaired the committee (Shoremaster)
that took care of that with such expertise that Parks Canada was
surprised and delighted with the result. Ian is a solution finder
extraordinaire and I want to thank him very much for his
contributions.
Dave Tilley

WANTED!

Crystal Soames
Club members willing to assist in developing a
program for youths!
Your Board is exploring ways and means to involve
young people in antique and classic boat activities.
If you think you can contribute in any way ideas,
time, contacts get in touch with any of us.

Gaye & John Spencer
Heather Phelan
Jack Hughes
Heather Phelan
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Ramblings
By Jack Hughes

We spent two lovely weeks on Big Rideau Lake this summer. Sigh.
Notable during this sojourn was my winning of the Potter Best-Landing-of-the-Year Award. I thought it was a pretty good
landing, although I did notice that some of the many spectators seemed to be trying to stifle laughter. Perhaps they're not
accustomed to my technique of entering a slip sideways. I've told Jimmy Potter that if he tells too much about this, I'll disclose
what was blocking the slip. Hint: it wasn't wooden, it was bright yellow and it was inflatable. Humdrum has never run better.
I went down to tidy her up one morning and noticed dead bugs on the windshield. I thought, “Wow, she's going so fast now
that we're killing bugs!” When I sprayed the Windex, they all flew away. Oh, well.
A few years ago I had a set of manila lines made for Humdrum for boat shows. Ever since, I have wondered if that was
appropriate. Among those with whom I have discussed this are my two brothers, both retired deep-water ships' captains and
frequent boaters in their leisure times. They agreed that both natural and synthetic fibres were in use for lines in the midfifties, but were somewhat vague about when nylon began to be used. I have been browsing through the magazines in the
MCBC Library. (There seems to be one beside our can most of the time.) I just stumbled into an article in the June 1946 issue
of “Yachting” about the rope fibre situation at that time. Apparently there had been a major shortage of manila fibre due to the
occupation of the growth areas by Japanese forces during the war, and the conserving of any of that fibre for military
applications. The author considered that manila was the best of the natural fibres for rope and cordage, and that linen was next
best, a new one on me. Sisal was available but was not as strong as manila and had other disadvantages. The main feature of
the article was the coming of nylon. It was just starting to be manufactured for boating by two US companies. In those days,
nylon cost about ten to fifteen times as much per pound as sisal and manila, but the author's analysis showed that its increased
life expectancy alone evened out the cost, and all the other advantages made it well worth the extra cost anyhow. Bottom line:
manila was likely still in use in the mid-1950s by people who preferred it or hadn't bothered to upgrade to nylon. But either
would be fine in terms of originality at a show.
I have been in a number of discussions (and arguments) over the last while about the Chrysler Marine Ace and Crown engines.
They were ubiquitous from sometime in the thirties until well into the fifties. They are very similar in fundamental ways: sixcylinder flatheads, usually updraft carburetors, etc. However, they did have key differences, with two levels of Ace and two
levels of Crown providing four available levels of performance. The differences among the four levels are tabled below. My
source for the data is a 1959 version of the “Chrysler Maintenance Manual, Ace and Crown Marine Engines, Models M-46,
M-46S, M47, M47S.” Be aware that specs may have varied over the years of manufacture. The Ace was available with seven
configurations of transmission, the Crown with five. I have chosen to use the vee-drive configuration for both engines. This
only affects weight and length. Only the data that are different among the models are listed.
Bore
Stroke
Displacement
Compression Ratio
Torque - Ft. lbs @ rpm
Power - HP @ rpm
Intake Valve Head Diameter
Exhaust Valve Head Diameter
Valve Lift Intake
Valve Lift Exhaust
Number of carburetors
Overall Length
Overall Height (Excl. trans.)
Weight

Ace M-46
3 ¼ in.
4 5/8 in.
230 cu. in.
6.6 to 1
187 @1400
95 @ 3200
1 17/32 in.
1 13/32 in.
0.379 in.
0.379 in.
1
53 3/8 in.
25 1/8 in.
821 lbs.

Ace M46S
3 ¼ in.
4 5/8 in.
230 cu. in.
7.0 to 1
190 @ 1600
110 @ 3600
1 17/32 in.
1 13/32 in.
0.379 in.
0.379 in.
1
53 3/8 in.
25 1/8 in.
821 lbs.

Suppliers of Sierra Marine Parts and Supplies
Don’t Forget our Discount for MCBC Members
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Crown M-47
3 7/16 in.
4 ¾ in.
265 cu. in.
7.0 to 1
218 @ 1600
125 @ 3600
1 23/32 in.
1 ½ in.
0.410 in.
0.379 in.
1
55 5/8 in.
26 1/16. in
895 lbs.

Crown M-47S
3 7/16 in.
4 ¾ in.
265 cu. in.
7.0 to 1
230 @ 2000
135 @ 3600
1 23/32 in.
1 ½ in.
0.410 in.
0.379 in.
2
55 5/8 in.
26 1/16. in
895 lbs.

Rideau River Run
By Nancy Taylor

Much has been said of the of the extremely hot weather we
enjoyed/suffered through this summer. What we haven't
talked about is the warmth of hosting our Southern friends up
the Rideau System. What we didn't realize is that this was the
perfect weather to share our wonderful water with them.
Our day of departure from Kingston started warm and
progressed, as many other days would, to hot. The SPF50
sunscreen just didn't cut it. Roofed boats were a luxury, hats a
necessity. We sought shade, and dreaded the locks.

Leaving Kingston

Sounds awful, doesn't it? Well, it wasn't - it was wonderful!
The camaraderie that came from this group will last a lifetime.
The Floridians soaked up what to them was temperate weather
(!). They approached the locks as a curious new challenge, and
overcame. They explained to us that, “this wasn't really that
hot”, so we coped. We picnicked; we puttered; we had
relaxing evenings in surprising places. We bonded.
Would we do it all again? YESSSSS!!
See you next year!
Penguin & Warpath locking through

Woodies on the run

Picnicking at a lock

The happy crew locking through

Sharing a lock
Photos by Nancy Taylor
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What a Show!
What a great show. Perfect weather, perfect site and great boats and people.
With one exception. It poured rain during the Friday Night Cruise at the Tilleys’. No problem,
half the reception was in the house and half was in Dave's garage full of outboard motors. The
food and drink brought by the guests was great and a good time was had by all.
The Show Chair arrives
for the show.

It should be noted that six boats made the arduous (??) trek through the Rideau Canal System to be
here for the show. Linda Potter arranged this run. See article Page 4.
Saturday morning, bright and early, Richard Macleod and his Dock
Crew were hard at work welcoming almost sixty boats to the docks, a
combination of Parks Canada Docks and docks supplied by our nine
Dock Sponsors (recruited by Ian Wyllie).

Our one day Show format requires the complete setup and take down
the day of the show. Barron Meyerhoffer did a magnificent job getting
everything organized on the site for the 9:00 AM opening. Dave
Brisco and Chris Spooner had the parking organized, Don Segall had
the non-profit organizations in place and Don Loken had sponsor
banners up and sponsors in their slots. Andrew MacLaurin had
Restoration Alley and the Automobile displays in place. Deb and Ian
Wyllie had ships stores up and running and John & Susan Richardson
Our Trusty Dock Crew Richard Macleod, Ian were set up and ready for registration. Jack Hughes had the RONA
Scholfield, Dave Scholfield Jr., Cindy Millar and Kid's Build-a-Boat program up and running. Thanks to one of our
Andrea Jelley (Missing from this picture Al & Kim sponsors, Robinson's Independent Grocers, Heather Phelan and Dinah
Scholfield had coffee and muffins ready for all the participants.
Macleod)

Special K and Traveller arrive for the show (Gotta
Git Goin and Campster in the foreground).

Warpath and Penguin arrive for the show.

Aquae Sulis and Panacea arrive for the show.

Tydemar and Gertrude arrive for the show.
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What Boats!
This was a judged show, with judging organized by Murray Gould, Chief Judge. Once again this year, Judges were
billeted with MCBC members and everyone had a great time. Dinah Scholfield arranged for the awards with a new
concept this year, plaques with a picture of the winning boat on them. The awards went to:
Historic Boat of the Show
Antique Boat of the Show
Classic Boat of the Show
People's Choice
Historic Launch
Antique Launch
Antique Runabout
Antique Cruiser
Classic Outboard Boat & Motor Combination
Classic Runabout
Classic Utility
Classic Cruiser
Best Smallcraft
Best Contemporary
ACBS Best Preserved or Original
Special Recognition
Craftsmanship Award
Historical Documentation
Historic Display in a Boat
Longest Water Voyage-

- Edith II
- Gerry Lodge
- 1905 Fay & Bowen
- Charm
- Mike & Nelly Kryzanowski
- 1919 Dispro
- Flashback
- Peter Kryzanowski
- 1958 McCombs
- Edith II
- Gerry Lodge
- 1905 Fay & Bowen
- Felice
- Bo & Joan Collins
- 1916 Bassett Power Skiff
- Hand Maiden - Ron & Christine Dulmage
- 1919 William Hand Piute II
- Raysea
- Ray & Judy Saunders
- 1936 Ditchburn
- Tydamar
- Kate & Myndy Woodruff
- 1930 Elco Cruisette
- Stripfire
- Mike & Nelly Kryznowski
- 1952 Tomohawk Spook Utility
- Ilikai
- Michael Ruddy & Alex Robison - 1960 Shepherd 105
- Miss Mélissa - Don Segall
- 1966 Chris Craft Supersport
- Sunny II
- Don Segall
- 1960 Chris Craft Cavalier
- My Pal
- John & Susan Richardson
- 1956 Peterborough Pal
- Sam's Smile - Julie & Chris Bullen
- 2001 Bullen Rascal
-R&H
- Ken MacStephen
- 1911 Mullins Leader
- Katie
- Wilma Jelly
- 1960 Glastron
- Crisis
- Andrew & Laurie Maclauren
- 1965 Shepherd I/O
- Crisis
- Andrew & Laurie Maclauren
- 1965 Shepherd I/O
- Florence
- Ron & Wilma Jelly
- 1919 Dispro
- Tydamar
- Kate & Myndy Woodruff
- 1930 Elco Cruisette

After the awards ceremony, Bo Collins got up and congratulated the Club and our Awards Chair on the new award plaques.

Vendor Docks Across the Dam

The T Dock

Dock off the Handicap Dock

The Outboard Dock
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What a Site!
Parks Canada's Long Island Lock site is a gorgeous park on the beautiful and historic
Rideau Canal System. The site supports a working three-step lock with a swing bridge
which is a crowd pleaser of the first order. This was enhanced by Parks Canada's Don
th
MacKay operating 19 century forge and Matt Evans putting on a musket display. We
want to thank Parks Canada and their staff, specifically Doug Stewart, Dave Ballinger,
Marcel Belanger, Al Berger and Kipper Trevorrow for their efforts.
This magnificent park provided the space, not only to display our boats on water and land,
but for our sponsors’ and a number of non-profit organizations’ displays, our kids'
program, ships stores and our registration and communications tent, several classic cars
and, of course, Restoration Alley.

The Lock

Jeff Clarke and his NAPA Speedster entertained the Crowd
Don MacKay the Blacksmith

The Belles of the Ball, Christine Dulmage,
Wilma Jelley and Gaye Spencer

The Sponsor/Non-Profit and Land Displays
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What a Day!
Everything went beautifully from breakfast and early morning docking
through the displays of boats, cars and sponsor wares, boats in motion
and, of course the wonderful chicken and steak barbeque (provided by
AJ’s Catering) at the awards banquet arranged by Heather Phelan at the
Kars RA (thanks Richard). All of this was made possible by our great
organizing team:

Aspirin and My Pal enjoying the day

Miss Mélissa in motion

Awards - Dinah Scholfield
Dock Master & Launch Control - Richard Macleod
Finance - Frank Milotte
Judging - Murray Gould
Kids’ Program - Jack Hughes
Non-Profit Displays - Don Segall
On-Site Communications Program - Terry Ledden
Parking Control and Signage Control - Dave Brisco
Publicity - Paul Blaber
Registration - John & Susan Richardson
Restoration Alley & Automobile Display - Andrew MacLaurin
Rideau River Run - Linda Potter
Ships Stores - Deb & Ian Wyllie
Site Facilities, Control & Security - Barron Meyerhoffer
Social - Heather Phelan
Sponsorship - Don Loken
Thanks to you all for making this possible. Special thanks to Greg
Tilley for these fine pictures. And to our boaters, without you this
would not have happened, thank you.

Running-A-Mok returning from a run

Edith II touring

Calypso reviewing the site from the water

R & H taking friends for a ride
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2005 BOAT SHOW SPONSORSHIP
This year, we were again blessed with a very supportive group of
sponsors, you know, those wonderful folks who pay for the Boat
Show. Contributing almost $12,000 plus significant in-kind support,
we had:

•
8 Prime Sponsors those who contribute over $1,000 or very
significant in-kind support, typically advertising
• 8 Dock Sponsors who contributed their docks (4 returning
from 2004, and 4 new Dock Sponsors for 2005)
•
25 Associate Sponsors, whose contribution is generally in
the $300-500 range, and are the real backbone of our community
sponsorship support.
This year's Sponsors covered a wide range of marine and non-marine
interests - marinas, outboards, boat restoration, docks, marine and
auto parts/supplies, vehicles, insurance, financial advisors, IT
consultants, mortgage brokerage, horse racing/gaming, auto trader
magazines, pools and spas, building supplies, food supplies, water
quality, restaurants, printers, pharmacy, eye wear, and hardware.
One of the most important features of our sponsor support is the very
strong backing provided by businesses from Manotick and the
surrounding areas. Local Sponsors comprised 40% of our
sponsorship base, and contributed 45% of our total sponsorship
revenue.
230 St. Lawrence Street, Merrickville

A key feature of an effective sponsorship program is the maintenance
of relationships with our Sponsors. To this end, we have kept in touch
with them with regular updates, and thanked them formally for their
support. We ask that whenever possible, you use the services of these
generous businesses as thanks for supporting your boat show.
After four years as Sponsorship Chair, Don Loken is turning over
this responsibility for the 2006 show to Don Segall. Ian Wyllie will
continue to be the initial contact with Dock Sponsors as a member of
the Sponsorship and Dock Master Committees.
Don Loken (Prime and Associate Sponsors)
Ian Wyllie (Dock Sponsors)
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Café

Easter Seals Poker Run
By David Brisco

On Sunday, August 20, a week after The MCBC Annual Boat Show, The Easter Seals group
held a poker run and boat parade to raise funds for their work with special needs children.
Participants collected pledges and followed a route between Long Island Locks and Pirate
Cove Marina, collecting their poker cards at Manotick Marina, Hurst Marine, and Long
Island Marina, as well as at the two ends of the route. Following the run, the George
Drummond Memorial Flotilla, led by George’s tugboat “Long Sault”, traveled from the Long
Island Locks to Hurst Marine for a barbeque, entertainment, a silent auction and the scoring
of poker hands at on the grounds of the Swan. Although the weather was overcast, with a bit
of rain, all participants (about 25 boats) had a fun day on the river and managed to raise
$16,000.00 for a good cause, including $500.00 from the Manotick Classic Boat Club .
MCBC boats belonging to Dave Tilley and Ian Wyllie participated, and David Brisco was
along as a passenger (in both boats!). It was a great day out on the river. Lets have more
MCBC participation next year.

Coming Events
Halloween Festivities

2005 Annual General Meeting

A pre-Halloween gathering of river spirits and their
friends will assemble at the Swan on the Rideau on
Saturday, October 29, 2005. All live MCBC members and
their guests are invited to attend for dinner and a sharing of
ghost tales and river folklore. Eye of newt punch will be
ready for early bird arrivals at 6:30 while dinner and
crystal ball gazing will commence at 7:00. Costumes are
encouraged. By Oct 24th, please RSVP Heather Phelan
(her clairvoyancy skills are limited) at 826-6665 with your
intentions.

A reminder that our Annual General Meeting will be taking
place on November 26th at Manderley on the Green.
Cocktails will be available at 6:30, followed by the Annual
Meeting at 7:00 and Dinner at 8:00. A roast beef and turkey
buffet will be the fare for the evening along with some very
interesting entertainment. Circle your calendar now as we
would hate for you to miss yet another exciting MCBC
happening. The cost for the evening is $35.00 per person.
Please RSVP to Heather Phelan at 826-6665 by November
18 so that accurate numbers can be provided to Manderley.

2005 Fall Workshop
Date: Saturday November 12, 2005
Place: Ayling's Marina, Merrickville
Hosts: Steve and Linda Flewitt
Program: To be announced
For additional information contact Jack Hughes at
(613) 692-0232 or email hughesj@rogers.com.
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Market Place
1964 Peterborough Sea Breeze Aluminum Boat With 1957 Mercury Mark 10
Outboard Motor complete with ropes, fenders, oars, safety kit and anchor. This
boat is in running condition and has new seats and floatation. Asking $1,000
complete. Reasonable transportation is available. Please contact: Ian Wyllie at
(613) 724-1823 or email ian@wyllie.ca.
1940s 2.5 HP Johnson Antique Outboard Motors. I have 3 complete 1940s vintage Johnson HD25, 2.5 HP
outboard motors and one parts motor. Two of the three are in great shape, the other has a bad paint job. Great for a
canoe or old vintage wooden boat. Asking $150 for all 4.5 motors, or make me an offer. For more info or photos
contact Robert at 565-6282
The 15-foot-long antique cedar-plank-on-oak boat
shown in the attached photo was built at the Dowsett
Boat Yard of Portland, Ontario, in 1941. It is in superb
restored condition. It has two sets of oars, a lighterweight and a heavyweight pair, equipped with leatherpadded openings that fit over the steel pins on the boat
that serve as oarlocks. The transom is set up for an
outboard motor, which you can see has been attached
in the past. A custom pull-out fish box fits neatly under
the rear seat. As of right now, this Rideau boat is
perfectly restored, in dry storage, and I have about
$3500 US invested in it. Contact Robert Jon Golder,
164 Maxfield Street, New Bedford, MA 02740 (508)
999-2486 or email robertgolder@comcast.net.

1956 15'6” Shepherd Outboard Runabout
This boat (Hull # 56/156/038) is a rare early model Shepherd Outboard. Partial restoration has been
completed including new decks and transom, refinished sides. All chrome is plated and ready for installation.
The boat comes complete with her original interior. Asking $7500.00 for this excellent complete and rare
Shepherd. Please contact Ian Wyllie at (613) 724-1823 or email at ian@wyllie.ca.

Wanted, an Evinrude or Johnson Selectric 50 HP long shaft outboard motor. Call Ken Baird at (613) 489-0938
or email at mainst@mainstreetottawa.com

Market Place is a service provided free of charge. To place an ad in the next issue of the newsletter, email the
communications committee at mcbccommunications@yahoo.com
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IT'S ALL ABOUT FRIENDS!
By Susan Richardson

Wednesday Night Cruising last summer (yes, summer has flown), ran
the gamut from smooth motoring to cranky old parts going kaput far
from port. The weather alternately blessed us, cursed us.. Most times it
soaked us with rainwater or sweat. New craft, new people and new
docking patterns emerged.
Most of all, however, the summer was a time to cruise with friends.
Those with troubled mechanical elements will best remember this year
and the way they were surrounded by friends in time of need. (How
about a workshop on proper etiquette for towing?)
Mike Ruddy said it well: “When I lost steering on Ilikai - Ian was quick
to come alongside, assess the problem and arrange a tow. First it was
M'Lora and then Campster with M'Lora escorting. As we were safely
pulling in at Manotick Marina - Don (Segall) was waiting for us. Ian
had called Don - to make sure we had made it back okay. From there
Don drove me down to Long Isle Marina and - get this - was there
waiting when I arrived with my van and trailer - Holy cow!”
When thanks went the rounds via e-mail, Ron Jelley added: “That
explains why M'Lora was moving so slowly - We saw you (Mike) on
CJOH news last night being interviewed on the impact of higher fuel
costs and how you were changing your boating habits to save on your
fuel costs. I never thought of that one - Steering problem eh, GOOD
ONE!”
Make sure you take part in our HARDWATER CRUISES this winter.
We can't promise such adventures, but it's a great time to swap stories.
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Other Cruise Night Pictures from 2005
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Cabin Top Rejuvenation
By Don Segall

It is difficult to believe this already is season number five coming to a close with custodianship of Sunny II, my 1960 Chris
Craft 25' cruiser. At haul out last year, it was evident that the Nautolex cabin top vinyl material was at its end of life after
practically 45 years. The life already exhibited by this material was certainly noteworthy. I considered how it must have been
when boat owners said to themselves “Oh well, we'll deal with it next year.” More often than not, it was probably the case that
many boats were launched, destined to suffer vast deleterious effects due to lack of maintenance. To the affluent of the day, no
big deal, as you could buy a new wooden boat and get a trade on your old one. There was no awareness that ongoing
availability would eventually discontinue. I suppose for decades wooden boats came and went and that was the anticipated
course. Suddenly though, replacements were not to be made any more.
Basically, I chose to take extreme measures in response to the situation with Sunny II. I realized otherwise, this could be the
beginning of the end. Challenged with such a situation, my only acceptable alternative was to attempt to effectively deal with
it. Honestly, this turned out to be a fairly monumental task for this do-it-yourself boater. I afforded myself none of the
available shortcuts. These were simply not an option to me. My pre-launch activities were pretty much set out for me this
spring.
Before beginning, I must accredit John Millar's vast knowledge and guidance as being responsible for my ability to even
consider, let alone accomplish this project. John is knowledgeable and experienced beyond words and without his counsel
prior to undertaking this project, it most certainly would have turned into a butcher job.
I have heard it said that boats frequently rot from the top down. I can certainly
attest to this. The Nautolex cabin topping material which once was resilient and
waterproof, had converted to something quite like rice paper in terms of its
properties. I suppose the plasticizers in this material had been burned away by
exposure to the sun and let's face it, almost half a century of installation on this
boat. There were almost threadbare areas, particularly on curved surfaces, where
the material had become porous. Fortunately it was caught during my lay-up
inspection and plans were made to deal with it prior to launch this season.
Over the winter I pondered over the approach to this project. There was a great
deal which needed to be removed in order to make ready for the prep work and
subsequent replacement of the vinyl. One fear was that the design of this boat
was such that it was not intended to be taken apart to allow such work to be performed. John, as expected turned out to be an
invaluable resource. About ten minutes worth of instruction from John in April converted to easily greater than 100 hours
worth of my labour, but this guidance would turn out to be critical. On the labour side, I am not attempting to brag here but I
truly believe on projects like this, the amount of time required is exponentially proportional to the degree of perfection sought.
Apart from all of the obvious trim and hardware items to be removed, out came the cabin windows and the stainless “J”
channel around them. The wooden windshield assembly came off easily and fortunately stayed in one piece. The
companionway and helm needed to be disassembled too. After the old vinyl was removed, there were ten hours spent just
stripping off the old glue. When you have a porous cabin top, water gets in faster than it can escape. This translates to rot.
Fortunately, caught in time, there was no evidence, save for a single square inch area where one veneer on the plywood top had
turned to dust.
After the bare wood top was cleaned and sanded, it was sealed with coats of Smith's Clear Penetrating Epoxy Sealer. Surface
imperfections were filled using Smith's Fill-It putty. Sanded smooth, everything was left to fully cure for several days while
other aspects of regular maintenance were performed. At this point I was basically living in the shop housing my boat. There
was an opportunity to show my project to a visitor from Europe at about this stage. I admit I was taken aback when he asked
how many years before re-launch would take place.
Nautolex products are still readily available, however from comments I have
heard, I suspect the channels of availability are not as broad as they once were.
Panels were roughly cut from the new vinyl respecting the original installation
plan. Sections were then coated with Nautolex adhesive, as were their respective
mating surfaces on the cabin top. This adhesive, as I understand it, is basically
latex based contact cement. Needless to say, placement of the vinyl is indeed
challenging. An air powered upholsterer's stapler with thin 3/8” stainless wire
staples was used and I would highly recommend this over manual or electric tools
which use the thicker style fasteners. Set was also well into the vinyl, yet without
any apparent signs of cutting.
The re-assembly steps went fairly quickly from this point onward. I did end up installing the windshield assembly and then
repeating the operation, as I did not like my first bedding job. Wherever possible, removed brightwork components were either
refinished or re-varnished before being re-installed.
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Big Show for Big Boats
By Jack Hughes

Around the end of August I went to Victoria to visit family and, lo the Victoria Classic Boat Festival was about to happen! What a
coincidence! You don't believe it was coincidence? Ah, no faith at
all…..
The boats, from B.C, Alaska, Washington State, Oregon, and
California, were pretty different from what we get here. There was
a handful of small runabouts and launches, perhaps half a dozen,
and the rest, power (including steam) or sail, went from about 30
feet to over 100 feet, and boy, were a lot of them salty! Most were
not “restored” like a lot of ours but showed all the signs and scars of
thousands of miles of sea travel or salt-water cruising, some
continuously for decades.
Their entry requirements: “.. (limited to) ..well-maintained vessels
of traditional plank-on-frame construction built prior to 1956.
Wood laminated hulls and newer vessels may be accepted if built to
pre-1956 design. The Festival is also open to riveted boats of iron
or steel construction built prior to 1956. The Festival is NOT open
to cement, plywood, fiberglass or multi-hull vessels.” “Wellmaintained” did not mean boats were to look like trailer queens. I
believe the only prizes were for entrants' and spectators' choices.
The setting would be hard to beat, with the Empress Hotel straight
ahead, the B.C. Legislature buildings on one side and a flock of
whale-watching and cruise sailing vessels (all old) alongside the
shore docks on the other side. They have the same contacts we've
used the last couple of years to arrange weather - warm and sunny
with a light breeze.
The program for entrants appeared to be limited to parties and
cruises, a wise choice indeed. The majority of crews seemed to be
aboard and cheerfully friendly during spectator hours. Not all
boats were able to get alongside, but dockside crews were happy to
have passers-over.
I had the pleasure of going aboard the Navy's yacht “Oriole,” on
which I sailed past the Pacific remains of the RCN in 1981
serenading the remaining fleet with Christmas carols. She's a 102foot Marconi-rigged ketch built in 1921, liberated from the
German navy at the end of WWII as part of war reparations, and
commissioned in the RCN in 1952. She personifies “shipshape.”
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A chapter of the Antique and Classic Boat Society

Aquae Sulis Runs for home

Warpath in rain gear

Winona makes her way to Burritts
Rapids

M’Lora on her way home

Burritts Rapids Run 2005

Visit our website at
www.manotickclassicboatclub.ca

The Gang

Deb Wyllie the John Spencer hard
at work
Jellybean Contest
Winner

Dog Overboard!
It was perhaps a little damp for part of the run up
to the Burritts Rapids Lock for MCBC’s annual
end of season run but that didn’t dampen the
enthusiasm of those who attended. The only
mishaps were the overheating of Lady By and
Glory B’s dog overboard. Deb Wyllie won the
annual Jellybean contest (Ann Beaudry tied her
but Deb won in a run off). The food was plentiful,
fancy and oh so good. Susan Ledden promised
her recipe for Lazy Susan Chicken & Asparagus
Ring. Here it is:
1 - 8 oz cooked chicken, chopped (2 cups)
2 - 1½ cups fresh asparagus, cut into 1” pieces
3 - 1 carrot, julienne
4 - 1 clove of garlic, pressed
5 - 4 oz Swiss cheese, grated (1 cup)
6 - ½ cup mayonnaise
7 - 2 tbsp Dijon mustard
8 - 1/4 tsp salt
9 - 2 packages refrigerated crescent rolls
10 - 1 egg white, lightly beaten
Preheat oven to 375 degrees F. Mix first 8
ingredients together to create the filler. Separate
crescents into 16 triangles. Arrange, slightly
overlapping large ends to the inside, in a circle on
a pizza pan with points extending over outer edge
of pan. Roll wide ends with rolling pin toward
centre to create a six inch opening. Spoon mixture
onto dough and bring points up over filling and
tuck under dough at centre to form a ring (filling
will show). Brush with egg white and bake 28 to
30 minutes until crust is golden.
Thanks to John and Gaye Spencer for again
organizing a super event.

